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ABSTRACT
As advanced technologies, such as data mining become part of
the everyday workflow of document reviews in litigations,
keyword-search still appears to serve as a cornerstone approach
in responsive or privilege review. Keywords are conceptually
easy to understand and help culling documents at the early
stages of the review. But developing proper keywords to
minimize the risk of under/over-inclusiveness can lead to
complex strategies. To cope with the burden of designing search
terms, we propose to use word embedding techniques in a
dynamic manner. This paper describes a system leveraging
semantic models in a smart review environment in order to
support knowledge workers in eDiscovery.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems~Search interfaces • Information
systems~Document filtering
• Information
systems~Clustering and classification • Human-centered
computing~Touch
screens
•
Computing
methodologies~Machine learning approaches.

Keywords
Legal Review; eDiscovery; Machine Learning; Semantic
Relatedness.

1 INTRODUCTION
Technology Assisted Review tools (TAR) are now frequently
used for predictive coding in eDiscovery. In particular, Machine
Learning (ML) based technologies such as automatic text
classification have proven their effectiveness in significantly
reducing review costs but also increasing review accuracy both
in recall and precision. However, keyword search is still a pillar
of search strategies in responsive or privilege review: the use of
search term lists, especially at the early stages of the review is
common practice; it is often the starting point of the review,
when counsels meet and confer to agree on the keywords to use
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for meeting the production request. In the next steps, as the
review progresses, search terms are used repeatedly to
constitute sometimes a basic reference strategy.
Although the use of search terms appears to be necessary, it
is a known issue that keyword search can lead to poor recall
rates, at the risk of missing significant parts of the responsive
documents [20] [9] [3]. Some families of documents can be
considered responsive by an attorney, while these documents
do not hit on search terms. Furthermore, the risk of missing
responsive documents can be amplified when search terms are
used in combination with machine learning predictive coding:
in ML textual classification, the performance of the statistical
classifier model built from the data is highly conditioned on the
quality of the training set. A training set is constituted of a
sample of documents from both categories (responsive and nonresponsive), that have been manually coded by a domain expert.
The quality of this learning set does not only reside in the
accuracy of its manual coding; yet it strongly depends on the
representativeness of the documents sampled for learning the
classifier statistical model. However, responsiveness is a
multifaceted characteristic, (in some extreme cases influenced
more by subjectivity than facts), and depending on the matter,
it can be expressed through different topics and sub-tropics.
Then finding the right trade-off between making the training
set more diverse by including alternative topics; and making the
training set narrower by including very specific sub-topics, is
already a key issue. But the use of search terms can even
interfere with this process: when search terms are used upfront
for culling the first sets of documents to be annotated by the
review team, the risk is to bias the classifier by feeding the
learning set with documents representative of a few topics,
while excluding other documents representative of the
responsive population. For statistical models relying on a
vector-based representation of the documents, and inferring
patterns (parameters) based on word co-occurrences, it can
translate into building a model based on a vocabulary that will
in the end exclude a significant part of the responsive
terminology. Consequently, documents addressing different
facets of the responsiveness of the case might be wrongly
produced as nonresponsive by the classifier. The same
undesirable effects could be observed in privilege review where
search lists are also heavily used [8].
To prevent these effects, several strategies are adopted: first,
at every stage and no matter of the chosen keywords, random
sampling strategies can be used to make the training set more
diverse; regarding search terms, a first list can be tested on a
sample of responsive and non-responsive data to validate them;
then term lists can be iteratively improved all along the process.
As more information becomes known about the case, different
lists of search terms can be combined, that will render different
aspects of responsiveness. Technologies such as text clustering
can also help finding appropriate terms. The benefit is that the

proposed terms are precisely issued from the language used in
the review population.
Overall developing proper keywords to minimize the risk of
under/over-inclusiveness requires to adopt complex strategies.
Eliminating keyword search in favour of other review
technologies such as machine learning could be considered as
one option. However, keywords are not only conceptually easy
to understand; they also convey a good representation of how
lawyers build their own theory of the case and mental
impressions of how to find relevant information. The question
is then: how can we find the most appreciate search terms, and
adapt these terms as the review unfolds. We propose to assist
lawyers in expanding their search during the review by
dynamically suggesting new terms: we use contextual
information (via word embeddings) to support sequential
searches in a smart review environment, to facilitate the use of
these technologies. Our approach is entirely human-driven and
interactive: when a reviewer focuses on a keyword to search for
documents through term-hitting, the system uses the focused
keyword to retrieve new terms based on their degree of
semantic relatedness. New terms are automatically displayed to
the user, but we rely on human intuition and understanding of
the case to choose the ones to use for hitting other documents:
the reviewer can discard the proposed terms, change focus to
other keywords or ask for other semantically related
information.
In the next section, we discuss the importance of the review
environment and its role in increasing the level of exploration
of the data. We present the Disco Smart Document Review
prototype. Then we explain how we create a semantic model,
taking as example two public data sets: the Enron collection and
the Tobacco collection, that we illustrate with concrete
examples. Finally, we describe how we leverage these semantic
models in the Disco environment to support the document
review.

2 THE ROLE OF THE SEARCH
ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Exploratory Search Activities
Complex information seeking tasks frequently involve
exploratory search activities. These can be generally
characterized as follows:
a) task description is ill-defined: it is broad or under-specified,
or on the contrary multi-faceted;
b) task is dynamic: relevance, object, targets evolve over
search time;
c) Information need is ill-defined: initial searchers’
knowledge may be insufficient or inadequate and will also
evolve over time.
Overall, a remarkable consequence is that in exploratory
tasks, searchers have more latitude in directing their search.
The 3 above aspects find an illustration in legal document
review: the execution of the task is governed by a protocol and
planning stage documents; however, background information
can be limited to high level statements of the review objectives,
while review guidance documents will be more a starting point
attempting to describe and provide examples of what
constitutes relevance or responsiveness. In the course of the
review, lawyers will develop personal thought processes and
legal techniques to find the relevant documents, including the
development of their own search term lists in relation with the
case. In these respects, the legal review offers a good example

of exploratory search: task description and problem need are illdefined, task is dynamic and searchers have some latitude in
directing their search.

2.2 Iterative versus Exploratory Search
In complex information seeking tasks, searchers can follow
mixed strategies of searching, where they alternate between
exploration phases and lookup/iterative phases. In the latter,
items are systematically searched or reviewed (e.g. by attribute
or simple keyword), whereas during exploration the search is
expanded to new data, sources or domain of information, or to
the development of new search criteria or strategies.
Experiments conducted in a visual environment highlighted
how these two phases coexist in visual exploratory search [11].
It provided evidence that exploratory search is "a moment-bymoment activity, always ready to defer to goal-directed search
routines, but always active". Therefore, the development of
search tools and interfaces to support exploratory search
activities present a range of design challenges. However,
several studies reveal the need for search systems to increase
the level of explorative search versus iterative search;
otherwise, users tend to actually engage in exploring and
learning from the data set, but in a rather limited way despite
the availability of advanced UI layout and features [19], [1],
[12]. Search tools should then specifically encourage users to
engage into exploratory phases, and facilitate the switch
between lookup and exploratory phases.
Recently search interfaces have been designed on multitouch devices (smart phones, tablets or large surfaces). In [12],
a user study shows that a specific system design associated with
touch capabilities can lead to more active search behaviors (e.g.
formulation of more queries, use of parallel streams to refine
queries, etc.), overall directing exploration to unknown areas
and increasing the level of exploration during search sessions.
Another benefit of tangible interfaces is that they can
contribute to hiding the technicalities of complex search
algorithms, (e.g. machine learning based), which helps putting
these technologies in all users’ hands, both technical and nontechnical users, in a simple and effective way.
In this paper, we focus on a solution developed on a tangible
interface that aims at fostering exploratory search and
facilitating interconnections with lookup iterative search. The
proposed system uses contextual information combined with a
specific design approach in order to increase information
discovery on collections of textual documents.

3 DISCO SMART DOCUMENT REVIEW
"Disco" is a prototype for assisting knowledge workers in
reviewing documents in various domains: it combines a
tangible interface with machine learning algorithms, rule-based
entity extraction and advanced search capabilities [18].
The next diagram outlines the different components of the
system, (see Figure 1). The text mining part of the system
integrates
several
NLP
components,
including
a
Machine-Learning textual classifier. It is based on a PLSA model
that runs in supervised or non-supervised mode to provide
either document categorization or clustering. During a review
session, the classification component learns on-line from the
reviewer’s decisions in order to automatically suggest, all along
the session, documents that have a high probability of being
responsive. In this context, the other NLP components are
meant to supplement the use of the classifier by other means

such as enhanced term search tools (NER, structure parsing,
semantics).

Figure 1: Disco components & architecture.
The visual design and the interaction design of the system
have been created to provide a smart and intuitive tool, with the
idea of shortening the learning curve and accelerating the
review. The tool is composed of several visual elements that are
briefly described hereafter.
Wall View and Document Dispenser: a collection of
documents is loaded by the user and displayed by the interface
in a "Wall view", where each document is represented by a tile
on the wall (see Figure 4). The user can explore the data set by
using unsupervised text clustering, text categorization,
automatic term extraction and keyword-based filtering. When
the user locates a sub-set of documents that seem worth further
reviewing, he/she can send the document sub-set to a dedicated
area called the "Document Dispenser" (DD) and switch to the
"Document View". In the DD, documents are queued and open
in standard A4 format, just like a paper sheet for ease of reading.
The user can drill down one by one to decide which documents
are "Responsive" and which ones are "Non Responsive".
Animated Transitions: changes in the DISCO interface are
carried out by animated transitions that lead the user’s
attention: for instance, a document tagged as relevant through
a simple finger tap, will automatically move to a red bucket
located at the bottom of the screen, (called the "Responsive
bucket"). Non-relevant documents will move the same way to a
blue bucket, (called the "Non Responsive bucket"). The moving
of a document sub-set to the DD is also materialized through a
documents transition that the user can visualize. Animated
transitions are intuitive and engaging, giving a better
perception of the execution of complex processes such as the
clustering.
Extracted Information: a single finger table on a specific
cluster switches the application to the "Sub-wall View", where
the document subset is displayed as a smaller individual wall.
Right to that cluster wall, a list of terms is displayed that have
been automatically extracted from the document’s textual
contents by the clustering algorithm, and identified as most
discriminant terms for this cluster. On the left, most frequent
named entities (i.e. person name, company names, etc.)
extracted from the cluster’s text contents are also displayed.
This information is meant to help users better understand the
underlying topic of each cluster.
“Virtual Magnets” Widgets: to identity and locate potentially
interesting data, the user can focus on clusters of documents

and their extracted terms, but also manipulate specific search
widgets called "Virtual Magnets" (VM): a VM needs first to be
populated with a term chosen by the user; then the user can
move the magnet widget close to a group of documents (e.g. a
cluster), which pulls out all the documents that hold the chosen
term. The tiles representing these documents are attracted
around the magnet which helps users quickly visualize how
many documents meet his/her search criteria (see Figure 4). A
swipe on the group of documents automatically opens a random
sample of documents, that the user can read to further decide if
the subset is worth inspecting. Magnets can be populated in
three different ways:
a) Static Keywords: a simple tap on a magnet opens a wheel
menu displaying user-predefined terms; a simple tap on a term
closes the menu and populates the magnet with the chosen term
that appears on top of the magnet widget.
b) Extracted Keywords: user can choose among keywords
automatically extracted from each cluster. By touching one of
the terms listed to the side of a cluster, and subsequently
touching a magnet widget, the user can then see the chosen
term navigating to the magnet widget, and finally appearing
displayed on top of it.
c) Highlighted Keywords: when reading a document
displayed in paper format (in "Document View"), the user can
directly highlight some text segments with his/her finger; when
releasing the finger, the user can see a magnet popping-up close
to the document, with the selected text appearing now on top
of the widget.
Searches performed on traditional interfaces require
frequent text entry and manipulation to formulate queries. On
touch devices, text manipulation is made difficult by the
absence of physical keyboard, (while soft-keyboards remain
clumsy and slow to use). In Disco, text entry is enabled by the
reuse of existing text (selection from open documents or
information displayed on the touch screen), through natural
hand gesture.
Iterative search and Exploratory Search: Disco supports both
iterative lookup search and exploratory search, and the user
easily switches from one mode to the other.
The Iterative search phase corresponds to a systematic drill
down on documents stacked in the document dispenser, by
opening, reading and tagging documents to the relevant or nonrelevant bucket. The Exploratory search phase corresponds to an
expansion of the search to new areas of the document wall via
text clustering, categorization or term-search through virtual
magnets.
Users need not review all the stacked documents before
moving to new sets of documents: at any time, they can
interrupt an iterative search phase, and switch to an exploration
phase. This typically happens as the review session unfolds and
documents are read and labelled by the user: knowledge is
acquired and new information is discovered; interest drifts
occur that can lead to new exploration phases and need to be
sustained by the system.
In Disco, exploration is supported through various means
such as search via dynamic text selection, clustering and on-line
text classification. In this work, we focus on a new way of
increasing the level of exploration of the data by using semantic
relatedness.
The next section presents some insights on the notion of
semantic relatedness and word embeddings representation.

4 SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS VIA WORD
EMBEDDINGS
The notion of "Semantic Relatedness" is meant to quantify
over a set of documents or terms, how much they relate to each
other based on the likeness of their meaning or semantic
content. Especially it intends to provide an estimate of the
semantic relationship between units of language such as words,
sentences or concepts, for instance using statistical means such
as a vector space model to correlate words and textual contexts.
Semantic relatedness covers a broader range of relationships
between concepts including similarity (or difference) and other
relations such as is-a-kind-of, is-a-part-of, is-a-specificexample-of, is-the-opposite-of, etc.
Still in the domain of information-seeking and retrieval, the
related concept of "semantic search" focuses on obtaining more
relevant search results by searching on meaning rather than
searching on words: going beyond simple keyword search,
semantic search aims at retrieving information by focusing
broadly on search context and searchers’ intent.
Both Semantic Relatedness and Semantic search lend
themselves well with exploratory search on textual data.
Semantic relatedness technologies can employ various methods
such as statistical modelling and NLP, categorization,
clustering, etc. We consider here more specifically the "Word
embeddings" approach described in [14] [16] [17].
Unlike the image and audio processing, natural language
processing systems traditionally treat words as discrete atomic
symbols. These encodings are arbitrary, and provide no useful
information to the system regarding the relationships that may
exist between the individual symbols. This means that the
model can for instance leverage very little of what it has learned
about “cats” when it is processing data about ’dogs’ (such that
they are both animals, four-legged, pets, etc.). Representing
words as unique, discrete ids furthermore leads to data sparsity,
and usually means that we may need more data in order to
successfully train statistical models.
Thus, using vector representations can overcome some of
these obstacles. Vector space models (VSMs) represent/embed
words in a continuous vector space where semantically similar
words are mapped to nearby points (’are embedded nearby each
other’). VSMs rely on the Harris Distributional Hypothesis [16],
which states that words appearing in same contexts share
semantic meaning. Then the low dimensional vector
representation of a word (typically of several hundred
dimensions) is expected to capture the "meaning" of this word
by providing a succinct representation of the distribution of
other words around it.
The different techniques used for mapping words to numeric
vectors are called "Word embeddings", and the geometric space
formed by these vectors is called the “Embedding space”. In this
space, words that co-occur in same or common contexts in a
corpus will have their word vectors positioned close to one
another, and the distance between their vectors is expected to
capture the level of semantic relationship between the
associated words.
In this work, we used Word2vec (from Google1) one of the
most well-known and effective approaches to produce word
embeddings from raw text. It uses a two-layer neural network
to train a model that reconstructs linguistic contexts of words.
Its implementation provides two learning models, the
Continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW) and the Skip-Gram.
1
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Technically, these models are similar. The CBOW predicts
target words (e.g. ’mat’) from source context words (e.g. ’the cat
sits on the’). On the other hand, the Skip-Gram does the inverse
and predicts source context-words from the target words. Word
embeddings are used to build semantic language models that
can be afterwards deployed to obtain the semantic information
on input terms: either getting the level of relatedness between
2 input words, (or phrases), or finding lists of most semantically
related terms given an input word.

5 USING A SEMANTIC MODEL FOR
EXPLORATION IN DISCO
5.1 Generating the Semantic Model
While we are applying semantic relatedness techniques to
support exploratory searches in an eDiscovery context, it is
important to make a distinction with the notion of Semantic
Web (SW): the SW, (which has been around at least since 2001)
is a web of linked data with a semantic structuring achieved by
ontologies and supported by several technologies and standards
(i.e. RDF, OWL, SparQL, etc.). A number of SW search engines
are available, such as Siren built on top of LuceneTM/Solr2. In
contrast, when building a semantic model through word
embeddings, the attempt is here to learn the context of words
in a fully unsupervised way from unstructured raw corpora of
text data.
The Figure 2 describes several options for using a semantic
model in a review session. Assistance may be provided to the
reviewer through 3 levels of semantic information. In a first
setting, the semantic model can be built using some broad and
generic sources of data, (such as Wikipedia). This model
provides the advantage of bringing semantic information that is
external to the matter’s collection.

Figure 2: Using 3 levels of semantic model.
In a second option, we can use domain-specific information:
for instance, the healthcare industry is an especially big target
for e-discovery. Building a model either from public sources of
healthcare-specific data, or from litigants’ own healthcare data,
will be more suited for these kinds of matters. It can embed most
of the terminology and concepts specific to that domain.
In the last option, we concentrate on creating a case-specific
model, which will consist in using the data collected for the
matter. This model will contribute to providing insights on the
search space "topology", and on possible connections between
different matter topics. It will more specifically cope with the
“language of the documents” from the collection.
Overall, the different options should not be considered as
mutually exclusive, and models could be used concurrently.

2
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5.2 Experimenting with Different Models
5.2.1 Generic Model. For building a generic model, we
collected a large textual data set (40GB) from different domains
and public sources using the following data: the training
monolingual news crawl in 2012 and 2013 of the 9th Workshop
on Statistical Machine Translation3; the 1-billion-word
language model benchmark [4]; the UMBC webbase corpus
[10], and the latest Wikipedia dump file4.
As the data came from various sources in heterogeneous
formats, we applied some pre-processing steps: firstly, we
converted all texts to lower case, removing also special
characters. For the Wikipedia data, we kept only the body text
in the <text> sub-elements, (removing REDIRECT, xml tags,
<ref> sub-elements, xhtml tags, image links, URL, icons, tables,
etc.). We obtained a pre-processed dataset of 28GB. For
generating the semantic model with word2vec, we used the
combination of SkipGram and Negative sampling as
recommended in [16]. Note that as we needed a model not only
supporting uni-gram but also n-grams (i.e. los_angeles,
golden_gate, software_engineer), we used also the
"word2phrase" function to generate the n-grams from the preprocessed data. Overall, the following parameters were set for
learning the model: window size 10, negative sampling 10,
sample 1e-5, iteration 3, minimum count 10. Regarding the
vector size, we built several models using different sizes from
100, 200, …, up to 500. Finally, the largest model size that we
obtained is 4.4GB.
To measure the quality of the model, as we wanted to
evaluate its capability of finding semantically related words in
general, we relied on the analogical reasoning task introduced
in [14]: the authors developed a comprehensive test set
containing both semantic and syntactic questions with overall
8869 semantic questions and 10675 syntactic questions. The
task was to find related words in term of semantic relationships
such as “Country-Capital”: e.g. France-Paris, Italy-Rome, JapanTokyo” and syntactic relationships such as “Adjective-Adverb”:
e.g. apparent-apparently, rapid-rapidly, etc. The results
reported in Table 1 show the percentage of accuracy measured
on each type of question. The models with vector size of 400
and 500 appear to be quite comparable and better than others
with respect to accuracy on the semantic and syntactic word
relationship tests.
Table 1: Accuracy (%)on the Semantic-Syntactic Word
Relationship test set
Model
vector size

Semantic

Syntactic

Total accuracy

Words Phrase
Test
Test

Words Test

Words Phrase
Test
Test

100

62.58

45.61

61.62

62.05

45.61

200

75.37

56.67

67.80

71.20

56.67

300

79.72

65.18

69.26

73.95

65.18

400

81.27

70.38

69.57

75.26

69.57

500

82.51

68.57

69.79

75.49

68.57

In this evaluation, the generic model is assessed in
correlation with human judgements of word similarity: word
3
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pairs are manually annotated by humans to rank their degree of
similarity in a broad sense (i.e. beyond simple synonymy,
including relatedness and association). This is the standard way
of evaluating word embeddings’ performance, (called “intrinsic
evaluation in [6]). This kind of evaluation is however limited to
tests sets of hundreds of word pairs (up to a few thousands)
because of the significant fine-grained annotation effort that it
requires. Besides, it does not directly correlate with a dedicated
target NLP task: in [6], a distinction is made between intrinsic
and extrinsic evaluation, where the latter consists in evaluating
word embeddings as inputs to downstream NLP tasks such as
POS (Part of Speech Tagging) or NER (Named Entity
Recognition). In that case, semantic models are evaluated along
the NLP task-specific metrics. For instance, the word2vec
approach has been evaluated in the context of syntactic parsing
[5], text classification [21] or machine translation [15]. In legal,
it has been for instance applied to full text search in single
documents or collections of document [13]: the authors studied
its capability to extract certain obligations for processors from
the EU-DPD dataset (published recently by the European
Union), and a small set of rental contracts.
In the next section, we consider the application of word2vec
generated models to the task of spotting responsive documents
in connection to specific matters.
5.2.2 Enron Corpus Model. Another way of getting insight
on the quality of a semantic model, is to generate specific words
and their most related words, and to understand intuitively the
connection between these words in reference to a concrete case,
which we did for the third option.
We needed first to create a “matter-depend” model: the
TREC 2010 Legal Track Learning Task [7] provided a suitable
source of data for experimenting the building of a model on a
legal case. The full document collection was a variant of the
Enron email corpus comprising 685,592 documents that we used
for building our semantic model. In addition to the data set
required for the model, we needed also to create a mock-up
review session. To this end, we sub-sampled 1000 documents to
be subject to responsiveness review on Disco.
For creating a mix of responsive and non-responsive
documents, we sub-sampled documents from both categories as
follows: for the non-responsive ones, we considered emails
related to topics such as human resources, corporate
announcement, personal (entertainment, family, trips, etc.) and
collected in this way 814 documents; for the responsive data, we
relied on an email corpus released by the U.S Department of
Justice (DOJ) during the investigation of Enron (published on
the DOJ website). More specifically this set was used in the
trials against Ken Lay and Jeff Skilling, the two CEO’s of Enron.
Because these 186 documents were coded and produced by legal
experts to represent different aspects of the data set with
respect to the case, we expected these emails to cover several
types of responsive documents. Especially, these emails
contained "hot" responsive exchanges with respect to
communication to the press, restoring investor’s confidence,
earnings and stock price, etc. The 1000 documents for the
mockup review session were loaded on the Disco touch-table,
while the ~700K other documents from the whole collection
were used off-line to prepare the semantic model.
After running some minimal data cleaning, (removal of
MIME types, hash-id of email users, URLs, etc.), we applied the
word2phrase tool to generate the corpus phrases (n-grams).
4
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Then in a post-processing stage we filtered out from the model
some remaining hash-id from email users. Finally, we generated
the model5, using the combination of SkipGram and Negative
Sampling [16]. The SkipGram model helps us to explore more
rare words in the corpus which enables higher possibility of
exploring and attracting more "Responsive" documents.
Expressing the contents of the resulting model is not
straightforward, as a consistent evaluation would require to
have a large set of word or phrase pairs manually coded by
experts on this particular data set. In absence of such data it is
still useful to get an intuition of how that model can work in the
context of the Enron collection. Therefore, we chose to illustrate
how the model can operate through the selection of 6 search
terms chosen in relationship with the Enron case:
“Dynegy”, “raptor”, “LJM”, “Fastow”, “trading”, “trade”
Those familiar with the Enron case story will recognize in
the first keyword the name of an energy company that was near
to acquire Enron; in the two next ones, the name of financing
vehicles created to cover Enron's losses; and in the fourth one,
the name of the chief financial officer of Enron. For the last 2
keywords, we purposely chose 2 very close terms, the second
one being an inflection of the first.
Each keyword was used to query the semantic model
individually. Table 2 and Table 3 display the top 20 terms
returned by the model for each of the selected terms.
Table 2: Queries “Dynegy”, “Raptor”, “LJM”
Dynegy
merger

Raptor
ljm2/ww loan
agrmt

LJM
anaging member

dyn
cvx

raptor 2a
osprey 2 llc1

amid rising
financial woes
chevrontexaco
corp.
0.15 share
enron hits
crossroads
smaller rival

rythms

puzzler
related party
transactions
information recording

rawhide

way relate

raptor 1a
avichi

s wrong-foo
enron stock cratered

ljm cayco
investments.
raptor 2

immediately
invested $1.5bn
surviving
corporation
would exchange
0.2685
swap 0.2685 share
rob doty
chevrontexaco
corp
s outstanding
common
its smaller rival

5

rescue bid
enron
shareholders
0.2685
stoking investor
fears
enron announces
plans

raptor vehicles energy-related
investments
raptor
-dollar writedown
structure
against
nowa sarzyna

criticized fastow

jedi

meade said.

The results shown in these tables are not measures of
performance or accuracy, but examples of the kind of
information one can retrieve from such a model as a raw output.
It explains why certain elements have not been filtered out
although they appear to be malformed text chunks, sometimes
carrying no specific information at first glance. This raw setting
helps figuring out what can be obtained without any data
specific pre/post-processing. It also shows that the most
interesting elements are not necessarily the top ranked ones,
and we might have to browse sometimes up to 10 or 15 terms to
find some useful information. But although ad-hoc filtering,
cleaning or spelling correction might appear as an option, it can
be even counter-productive as will be discussed in conclusion.
Among the interesting elements that can be spotted in each
column, we can find for Dynegy the name of its CFO (Rob Doty),
and one of its shareholders (Chevron Texaco Corp). Regarding
the input term “raptor”, the model made the connection with
the famous special purposes entities (SPEs) and transactions
like the Osprey Trust, Rawhide and JEDI (Joint Energy
Development Investments).
The output of the model is sometimes just sentence chunks
such as “amid raising financial woes” (cf “Dynegy) or “would
raise eyebr” (for ‘eyebrow’, cf. “LJM”) or “bailed out” (for
“Fastow”) that may also speak to the reviewer.
Table 3: Queries “Fastow”, “trading”, “trade”
Fastow
chief
financial
officer andrew

trading
trading.

trade
trade.

ljm2
took
advantag
while declaring

condor

posed fastow with

ldc swaps

\\williams

highest reported

businessweek
e.biz/may 14,2001.
derivative products

raptor entities

sophisticated
financing
ena signatures.
related party
previously managed
would raise eyebr

former
chief
financial officer
ljm2
coinvestment lp
bailed out

formidable
competitor
Interest
rate
derivatives
telecommunication
s bandwidth
trade

trading

eecc turbines

done complex
hedging
management llc
7/2/1999
allegedly believing it

raptor ii

raptor entities

those procedures
apply.
natural
gas
futures contracts
authorize
someone else
equity trade.

jedi ii
braveheart

Parameters setting: -cbow 0; -negative 10; -size 500; -window 10; -hs 0; -sample
1e-5; -threads 40; -iter 3; -min-count 10

wall journal

ljm2
investment
ljm cayman

co-

was
replaced
wednesday.

products
from
\\jwillia

ranging

open-outcry
floor
low $40s
trades

partnerships run
by
its former chief
fastow.
lmj2
coinvestment
whose
involvement
other executives.
controve
which raised $394
which analys
partnerships
created

trading operations.

us/canadian

market-making
well-recognized
structured product

issn 1526-520x
ring-dealer
decemb

nant force

all most nonagriculture
globex
broking
futures.
contains
realtime top
rulebook

ring-dealer
scotiamoccata
empt
commence
transacting
spci futures

The Table 4 provides information on the result of the search,
when the proposed top terms are used in turn for searching for
new documents: it displays the number of “additional
responsive document hits” (according to our ground truth of
1000 labelled documents). It is the number of responsive
documents found in addition to the ones that would have been
obtained using only the single keyword. For instance, the terms
semantically related to the keyword "raptor" help finding 7
more documents compared to the number of hits obtained with
the term "raptor" alone.
Table 4: Additional responsive document hits
KW
#R
docs

Dynegy
2

raptor LJM Fastow trading
7
3
3
0

trade
25

We can observe that the related terms do not always help
retrieving significantly more documents: the terms related to
“Dynegy” only catch 2 more relevant documents (again on our
ground truth) and "trading" brings no extra document. In the
latter case, we can see that running the new search with "trade"
brings 25 extra responsive documents, while "trading" brings no
new document. It is consistent with the fact that using the stem
rather any morphological variant of a stem will help retrieving
more information.
5.2.3 Tobacco Litigation Corpus Model. The experiments of
the “matter-dependent model” made with the Enron corpus give
a first example of how the model can be used for supporting a
review. In this setting however, the 6 input search terms came
from our own selection based on some basic knowledge of the
Enron case. In practice, we know that search terms are defined
by experts from both parties, who can meet and confer to agree
on term lists. Search terms are then formally documented and
come along with the request for production and complaint
documents. Furthermore, they are not used in isolation but
instead as part of complex queries. Then to extend our
experiments to a more realistic setting we considered the IIT
CDIP 1.0 collection from the 2006 Trec Legal Track, (also known
as the “Tobacco corpus”) [2].
The collection gathers ~7 millions of document XML records
issued from lawsuits against several US tobacco organizations;
the records hold text bodies issued from OCR. Based on this
6

window 10, vector size ranging in [100–500], negative sampling 10, minimum
count 10, skip-gram model

corpus, the TREC organizers created 46 hypothetical requests
for production, aka “topics”, numbered from 6 to 51. Each topic
was included in a corresponding complaint document providing
a description of the case, and boolean queries: an initial one
proposed by the defendant, the query proposed by the plaintiff,
and a final query resulting from the negotiation. We considered
the final one for our experiments. The final query is expressed
in standard syntax including boolean operators and words (or
string tokens): we selected some of these words (or partial word
tokens) as search terms for running our tests.
First a semantic model was built off-line out of the whole
~7M documents in the collection: the text content was extracted
from each XML record by selecting two subelements: the <ti>
(document title, not always present) and the <ot> (OCRed text).
Then in a pre-processing step, all texts were converted to lowercase, special characters and left-over xml tags were filtered out
and the "word2phrase" was used to build a phrase/n-gram
dataset before training a word2vec model6. The model was
afterwards tested to support Complaint A’s requests for
production (about product placement). Under complaint A, the
final query associated with Topic 6 is:

(guide! OR strateg! OR approval) AND (place! OR
promot! OR logos OR sign! OR merchandise) AND (TV OR
"T.V." OR televis! OR cable OR network) AND ((watch! OR
view!) W/5 (child! OR teen! OR juvenile OR kid! OR
adolescent!))
Out of the 5 conditions separated by the AND operator, the
last one intends to cover references to children and teenagers in
general: we queried from the semantic model each of the words
from this last condition, (namely “child”, “teen”, “juvenile”,
“kid”, “adolescent”) and retrieved the top related terms, (see
Table 5). The retrieved terms can be split in 2 categories:
malformed words due to OCR noise (e.g. with “child” as input,
we get `chiid, chilt echild, chlld, …`), and new well-formed
words (e.g. “infant”, “mother”).
We tested each category separately on how it could help
retrieving more relevant documents, by extending the condition
with more OR operators.
Table 5: Terms Retrieved in Top 40
Cond #5
child
teen

Well-formed
infant, mother, children
youth, youths,
youngster
juvenile
0= <no term>
kid
kids, boy, brainy, cutest
adolescent teenage

Malformed
chiid, chilt, chlld, …
tcen, agcrs, aqers, …
juveniie, iuvenile, …
+kids, babyl, …
adoiescent,
adoleseent...

To measure the impact of the condition extension (on the
retrieval of responsive documents), we needed a ground truth.
To this end, we used the seed set provided by the Trec for each
topic: for Topic 6, 837 records have been manually coded as
Relevant (122) or Non Relevant (715) to the request. When the
final query is applied to the seed set, it makes it possible to
measure the number of true/false document hits, to serve as a
baseline. We ran the final query using the Elasticsearch tool:
Elasticsearch is an enterprise search engine based on Lucene

(https://www.elastic.co/products/elasticsearch). Each record’s
text content was indexed as a single text unit via Logstash (with
default indexing schema). The final query (and subsequent
variations of it) were then translated into the Elasticsearch
query language and applied to the document seed set through
HTTP requests on the indexed data.
The results given in the first row of Table 6 indicate the
number of hits (positive/negative) generated by the original
final query on the set of Relevant/Non-Relevant documents: it
hits 50 relevant documents but misses 72 of them and generates
257 false positives. The second row shows results with the final
query enriched with the new term “boy” alone (that was
generated by the semantic model): it helps catching 3 more
relevant documents. The use of the new term “youth” alone
catches 5 more relevant documents. However, the terms
generated from input “child” and input “adolescent” (c.f. Table
5) did not produce more positive hits. We tested separately the
effect of final query variations obtained by using the noisy
terms retrieved from the model (“chiid”, chitd”, etc) but did not
observe changes in the document hits, which we explain by the
fact that in the collection records, the wrongly OCRed words
systemically appeared in conjunction with the correctly spelled
word (e.g. “child” for “chiid”).
Note that the results in Table 5 and Table 6 were obtained
with a semantic model built on a vector size of 500, but we did
not observe significant changes with semantic models built
with other vector sizes ranging in 100-400.
Table 6: Document hits with original & modified queries
837 seed set %P %R
docs
FinalQuery 16.3 40.9

+ boy

+ youth

+ infant

+ mother

17.3 43.4

16.8 45.1

16.3 40.9

16.3 40.9

Hits
+

Relevant
122
50

NonRelevant
715
257

–

72

458

+

53

263

–

69

452

+

55

271

–

67

444

+

unchanged

unchanged

–

unchanged

unchanged

+

unchanged

unchanged

–

unchanged

unchanged

Out of complaint A, topics 10 and 14 have also been tested:
on topic 10, the corresponding final query does not match any
of the relevant documents, and the addition of new terms from
the semantic model has no effect (neither on true or false
positive hits). With topic 14, less than half of the relevant
documents get hit by the final query, but the extension of the
query does not bring new relevant ones; in some cases, it even
increases the number of false positives although in a limited
way (by 1 or 2 documents only).
Obviously the only and systematic addition of search terms
(obtained from the semantic model), to the query will not
automatically turn into more relevant hits, and can sometimes
just increase the number of false positives. The tests with the
Enron and Tobacco corpus are meant to give examples of the
model output. However, there are better ways in which the

semantic model could be used to support the review process.
First at the early stages of a review, when initial discussions
happen in order to decide of the search terms to use: the choice
is made based on the litigants’ understanding of the case and
first impression; and it also results from some testing on the
collection. But the testing can be rather limited as the whole
collection is unlabeled and only a few test documents can be
used. In absence of labelled data, statistical classifier models
cannot be generated yet, and although vast amounts of data
gathered from the matter collection are available, the
information contained in these data cannot be leveraged. By
building a semantic model out of the millions of unlabeled
documents that are subject to the review, one can however
learn about the context of each word. The model can then be
used to help in the choice of the search terms, especially for
enlarging some initial sets of terms to other ones covering the
same concepts but fitting with the language of the documents
i.e. the terminology in use in the collection. This remains a
human-driven process, but the technology can here assist
subject matter experts in this step.
Considering now the course of the review, it is essential that
the semantic model can be used on-line in a flexible and
dynamic framework. As discussed previously, the boolean
query mode is too static and brings the question of the term
selection (among the long list of terms returned by the model).
This is why we advocate a fully dynamic mode as will be
described in the next section.

5.3 Querying the Model in Disco
In the Disco prototype, the model is loaded at application
start-up to ensure users can access it in real-time. Afterwards,
online requests to the semantic module are made using the
virtual magnet widgets of the TUI: the user selects a word,
phrase or text fragment as input to populate a magnet, that will
operate in a "semantic mode". The searcher can select the input
from 3 different sources: Static keywords (user’s predefined
terms via magnet menus); Extracted keywords (discovered by the
system via clustering/entity extraction, and displayed on the
screen); Highlighted keywords (directly selected from document
contents by the user). Once the magnet is populated with the
user text selection, the system computes on-the-fly a list of
semantically related terms, which is rendered through a
spinning animation played around the magnet. After a few
seconds, the animation stops and the widget is ready for
searching for new documents: when moved close to a group of
documents, the magnet attracts all documents that match the
original user input text or, one or several of the related terms,
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Flow diagram of semantic query.

Through the visual animation, the user is able to see
immediately if a lot of documents or only a few of them meet
his/her request; in this way one can very quickly check whether
the addition of semantically terms bring new documents or not
(see Figure 4). The searcher can choose to further inspect the
retrieved documents by sending them to the Document
Dispenser for a systematic review. The same semantic magnet
can also be applied to other groups of documents to locate other
sources of information in the data space.
Figure 5: User removing a term in the list.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 4: Magnet query with term "DPC".
On the touch screen, the list of “semantically related words"
is displayed next to the magnet that operated the query, so that
the searcher can instantly visualize and access these new terms,
(see Figure 5). Whenever the user drags the magnet to another
screen location, the list stays close to the magnet following its
movement, (either to the right or to the left of the widget, for
readability). The displayed items, (each item showing a related
word), are ranked by distance, i.e. the top item is the term most
similar to the input word populating the magnet, etc. The
maximum number of "related words" displayed and used for
querying is defaulted to 5 but configurable, and users can scroll
and select items which are themselves actionable.
The reuse of existing text for formulating queries on the TUI
is particularly convenient and facilitates exploratory search
behaviors by enabling sequential search: as the items displayed
in the list of semantically related terms are also selectable, they
can be used in turn for populating a new magnet; the user
touches a term from the list and drags it to another magnet
widget. The new magnet launches a new query through 5 other
related terms, which enables to sequentially run searches based
on the results obtained from previous searches. Several
semantic magnets can also be applied concurrently to the same
set of documents to test the co-occurrence of terms.
Before running into a sequential mode, it is essential that the
user can interact with the semantically related terms displayed
on the screen, in order to indicate which ones might be relevant
to his/her search and which ones are to be discarded. As the
terms returned by the model are ranked and only the 5 top ones
are by default displayed, eliminating irrelevant terms will make
space for the next ones in the list, that will be displayed in turn
to the user. This action – spotting irrelevant terms on the fly –
is supported by the magnet in a simple and efficient way: by
touching one of the terms next to the magnet and swiping to
the right, the item is eliminated from the list and a new one
(next in the ranking) takes its place, (see Figure 5).
In this interactive framework, testing the impact of a new
search term is instant and visually rendered by new hitdocuments grouped around the magnets. Then the decision of
discarding a related term is supported both by the reviewer’s
understanding of the case and immediate information on the
terms’ impact over the collection of documents to review.

In this work, we experimented the use of semantic
relatedness on a tangible user interface in order to support
document reviews in eDiscovery. Users refine their information
needs by using a pre-computed semantic model, through
natural hand gestures; the semantic model is meant to assist
lawyers in expanding their search during the review by
dynamically suggesting new terms. We considered several
options for learning the model: either using public/generic data,
which offers the advantage of injecting external knowledge into
the system; either using domain-specific data, which helps
focusing on a specific industry; or using the data collected for
the matter. In the latter case, our first experiments have shown
that the pre-processing stage should be carried out carefully,
and that textual contents should be preserved as much as
possible, even if the data are very noisy. The filtering or
normalization of special characters or the removal of boilerplate
language should be kept minimal, although counter-intuitively
the output might seem more readable to a human eye. It appears
that sticking to the language used in the review population even if it is noisy - helps finding more responsive material. In
the future, we need to set-up a user study to collect users’
feedback on the usability of the information returned by the
system, and the interaction design built for interacting with the
semantic model.
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